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Abstract. In this paper, we present a robust and unsupervised approach for 
recognition of object categories, RTSI-pLSA, which overcomes the weakness 
of TSI-pLSA in recognizing rotated objects in images. Our approach uses radial 
template to describe spatial information (position, scale and orientation) of an 
object. A bottom up heuristical and unsupervised scheme is also proposed to 
estimate spatial parameters of object. Experimental results show the RTSI-
pLSA can effectively recognize object categories, especially in recognizing 
rotated, translated, or scaled objects in images. It lowers the error rate by about 
10%, compared with TSI-pLSA. Thus, it is a more robust approach for 
unsupervised object recognition.  
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1   Introduction 

Recognition of Object categories within images is a challenging issue in 
computer vision and multimedia analysis. It refers to detecting the existence of an 
instance of an object category in a given image. Many methods of representation of 
objects [1] or object categories [2][3][6] have been presented. The bag-of-words 
model [7] becomes very popular. Each visual word in the model corresponds to a 
descriptor of the appearance of a local region. The representation method based on 
local appearance shows robustness to occlusions, geometric deformation or 
illumination variance. 

Recently some researchers have made efforts to apply the successful techniques 
of unsupervised topic discovery in document classification to address some vision 
issues. Sivic et.al. [4] has applied Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis(pLSA) to 
tackling object recognition. Li and Perona [5] have applied Latent Dirichlet   
Allocation(LDA) to scene analysis. These approaches are based on the bag of words 
model [7].A weakness of them is that they disregard information about the spatial 
layout of local features, having severely limited descriptive ability. 

Modeling spatial layout of local features is a challenge in object recognition. The 
key is to find correspondence between the model and parts of object within images. 
Many papers use different schemes to tackle this problem, while very few methods 
keep robust when objects in images are deformed by translation, rotation and scaling. 
Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [8] present a parts-and-structure model where the 



dependence in spatial relations between parts is tree-structured. This model is used to 
find people in images. Berg and Malik [9] propose a scheme based on deformable 
shape matching where the correspondence between the model and features in the 
image is posed as an integer quadratic programming problem. Fergus [10] integrates 
location information into pLSA model and achieves translation and scale invariance. 
In fact, robustness to rotation is also a significant and practical demand in object 
recognition. Inspired by the works [4] and [10], we present an approach to classifying 
objects that can be rotated, translated or scaling from a set of unlabelled images. 

In this paper, we first introduce Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) 
to visual domain. Then we utilize radial template to describe spatial states of objects 
(position, scale and orientation) in images. We extend pLSA through incorporating 
spatial information to classify objects. A bottom up heuristic and unsupervised 
scheme for estimating object spatial information within images is also proposed to 
cope with rotation, translation and scale. To compare with the existing object 
recognition approaches, we test the leant model on standard dataset and obtain a 
competitive performance in rotation, translation and scale. 

2 Rotation, translation and scale invariant pLSA (RTSI-pLSA) 

We proposed an extension to pLSA model to incorporate spatial information 
among visual words, so that it can model objects in images with rotation, translation 
and scale invariance. 

2.1 Applying Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) to visual domain  

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) is an unsupervised method in text 
document analysis [11]. It is used to discover topics for a document using the bag-of-
words document representation. For the issue of object recognition in images, we can 
regard images as documents, object categories as topics, and visual word (descriptors 
of local regions) as words to apply pLSA, just as shown in Table1. So an image 
containing several object instances corresponds to a mixture of topics.  
  

 Text domain Image domain 
d Document Image 
z Topic Object category
w Word Visual word 

Table 2．Different concepts within pLSA as applied to the text and visual domains. 
 

To simplify the representation of visual word, all descriptors from training 
images are vector quantized, forming a fixed visual codebook. Suppose we have a 
collection of images D=[d1,…,dN] with visual words from the visual codebook 
W=[w1,..,wV] . A V×N matrix C can be constructed and its element C(i,j) denotes the 
occurrences of wi(i=1,…,V) in image dj(j=1,…,N). The joint probability P(w, d) can 
be rewritten as  
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where P(w|z) denotes occurrence of a visual word in a topic, P(z|d) denotes the 
probability of a image associated with a topic. The probability distributions P(w|z) 
and P(z|d) in the model are learnt using EM which maximizes the likelihood of the 
model over data. An image d is classified by running EM with P(w|z) fixed, 
estimating P(z|d). A detailed explanation of the model can be found in [4] [11][12]. 

2.2 Model spatial information of object with a Modified Radial Template 

Radial template in [14] is used to detect rotated faces, as shown in Figure1(a). 
We propose a modified radiate template to model objects. Appearances of an object in 
images vary with its position (a, b), scale(s), and orientation (o). As illustrated in 
Figure1 (b), we use the modified radial template to describe objects. The center(c) of 
the template that covers the object specifies the position (a, b) of the centroid of 
object. Diameter of the template indicates the scale of the object. The polar axis 
indicates template’s orientation which is consistent with the orientation (o) of object. 
For simplicity, we quantize all possible orientations into 8 directions. Location (x) in 
the image is quantized in X(X = 10) bins: one in the template center, eight in different 
orientations around the center and one in the large background region Xbg. As a result, 
each visual word in the image falls in one of these bins. The estimation of the 
parameters (a, b, s, o) for an object is discussed in subsection 2.4. 

       
                  (a)                              (b)                                                    

Fig. 1.   (a) Original definition of Radial Template in [14].  
  (b) Modified Radial Template for object recognition. 

2.3 Incorporate spatial information to pLSA 

To incorporate spatial information into pLSA, we introduce a second latent 
variable p which represents the spatial parameters of an object in an image. The 
difference from the scheme in [10] is that the latent variable p has an additional 
orientation(o) parameter, besides position(a, b) and scale(s).  

As illustrated in Figure1 (b), the location of a visual word w is quantized into a 
bin in the radial template, and we use x to denote the index of the bin. Then we model 
w and x jointly. P(w|z) in pLSA becomes P(w,x|p,z). The graphical model is shown in 
Figure2. To simplify our method, we only model P(w,x|z) as Equation (2), and it can 



be represented by an array with the size (V×X)×Z. P(w,x|z) captures the co-
occurrence of a visual word and its location within a topic. 
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P(p) in Equation (2) is a multinomial density over possible p. The joint probability 
model in Equation (1) becomes Equation (3). 
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The similar update procedure as pLSA can be applied to the new model(see 
Appendix). We calculate the initial values of P(w,x|z) by moving the radial template 
over the candidate p based on Equation (2) and aggregating results in learning stage. 

 
                   

                                                                                                              
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 2. Graphical model for RTSI-pLSA 

2.4 Estimate Spatial Parameters of an Object 

Since the parameters of an object may take values in a large range, it is time-
consuming to marginalize exhaustively over scales, locations, and orientations in an 
image. So we develop a bottom up heuristic and unsupervised algorithm to identify a 
small set of p for each topic, which makes the computation much efficient in learning 
and recognition stage. The algorithm of estimating the spatial parameters of objects is 
summarized as follows: 
(1) Apply the standard pLSA to a training set to classify all visual words in an image 
into different topics. The visual words labeled by a topic z in the image should satisfy:  
P(w|z)>P(w|zi); zi≠ z. In recognition stage, the average density of the visual words on 

the radial template,
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a specific topic. 
(2) Estimate the scale(s) and position(a, b) parameters of an object.  

For all the visual words labeled as the same topic, we use a set of mixtures of 
Gaussians with K components, (K =1, 2 in our experiments) to fit the distribution of 
the locations of these visual words. The mean of each component is considered as a 
possible position for the centroid of an object, while its axis-aligned variance is used 
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to estimate the scale of the object. Since more than one object in the same category 
may exist in an image, the mixtures of Gaussians with different numbers of 
components are tried. We use flat density for P(p) , since we have no prior knowledge 
to show a specific parameter p has priority to others. 
(3) Estimate the orientation(o) parameter of an object. 

In recognition, we quantize all possible orientations in 8 directions to simplify 
the search of rotation space. Then the system votes for each direction to identify the 
orientation of an object. Given a topic z, the score of the orientation in the direction 
o(o= k×45o , k = 0…7) is calculated by equation (4). 
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N is the number of all the visual words labeled as the topic z. xi is the bin index in a 
radial template. The direction with highest score is the orientation of an object. In 
learning stage, we suppose all objects in training images have no rotation (o=0). 
     

In recognition of RTSI-pLSA, once a set of p is obtained, P(w,x|z) is kept fixed 
and P(z|d) is computed iteratively for every p in the estimated set. When the iterative 
procedure converges, we regard p* with the highest likelihood as the most possible 
spatial parameters of the object in the image. P(z|d) corresponding to p* indicates the 
object categories depicted in the image d.      

3 Experiments 

To evaluate our method, we compare the performance of pLSA [4], TSI-pLSA 
[10], and our RTSI-pLSA on the Caltech data. Four categories in the Caltech data are 
used in our experiments. They are airplanes(1075 images), motorbikes(827 images), 
face(435 images), and background (901 images). Two detectors, saliency operator [13] 
and DoG [1], are used to locate interesting regions in our system. Each interesting 
region is characterized by a 72 dimensional SIFT descriptor (3×3 spatial grids were 
used). To make our approach robust to rotation, we have all patches’ orientation 
normalized before histograming. No further normalization was carried out. In each 
experiment, 100 images are randomly chosen from each category as the training set, 
and the remaining images are used for test. We use K-means algorithm to quantize the 
extracted SIFT descriptors from the training images to obtain a codebook of visual 
words. The evaluation results are obtained through averaging multiple experiment 
results. 

We first compare the performance of the three approaches under different sizes 
of codebooks. The related experiment results are shown in Figure3(a) and Table.2. 
For each approach, we notice the error rate varies slightly when the codebook sizes 
are larger than 800. Under the same codebook, TSI-pLSA and RTSI-pLSA show a 
significant improvement over pLSA. So incorporation of spatial information is 
effective to lower the error rate of object classification. The experimental results also 
show that TSI-pLSA and RTSI-pLSA have almost the same error rate. Since objects 



in each category of the Caltech set have different sizes and positions, we think TSI-
pLSA and RTSI-pLSA have comparable performance in dealing with the two kinds of 
transformations, i.e. translation and scaling.  

Since the orientation of objects in the Caltech set does not show apparent 
variance, we construct a new test dataset through rotating the images a random angle 
around their centers, before performance comparison of the three models in dealing 
with rotation. The corresponding classification error rates are shown in Figure 3 (b) 
and listed in Table3. pLSA does not consider any spatial information, we can see that 
rotation affects little on pLSA. Although TSI-pLSA models objects through taking 
position and scale into account, the experimental results show that it has the highest 
error rate. The proposed RTSI-pLSA decrease about 10% in error rate and shows 
significant improvement in handling rotation cases, compared with TSI-pLSA. 

      

Fig. 3. (a) Average error rate of pLSA, TSI-pLSA and RTSI-pLSA under different codebook size 
  (b) Average error rate of rotated Caltech data with different codebook size  
 

  

Categories pLSA TSI-pLSA RTSI-pLSA 
Airplane 13.8 5.8 8.9 
Face 12.9 11.5 6.2 
Motorbike 14.0 7.5 8.6 
Average 13.7 8.1 8.3 

Table 2．Error rate of different classes (Codebook size K = 800)    
 

Categories pLSA TSI-pLSA RTSI-pLSA 
Airplane 17.1 21.5 12.1 
Face 14.0 19.3 6.4 
Motorbike 13.6 23.5 11.3 
Average 15.1 21.4 9.9 

Table 3．Error rate of different classes (Codebook size K = 800)   
 
From the experimental results on the Caltech dataset, some tentative conclusion 

can be drawn. Modeling local patches’ appearance and spatial information jointly is 
helpful for object recognition. The proposed RTSI-pLSA can still classify rotated, 
translated or scaled objects in images effectively, even if training data does not 



contain the related examples, and TSI-pLSA has a weak performance in such situation, 
compared with RTSI-pLSA. 

     

     

     
 

Fig. 4. Images in the 1st column are some results of detectors. Images in the 2nd column are some 
recognition results from original Caltech Data (http://www.vision.caltech.edu/html-files/archive.html). The 
most possible object is bounded with the white circle. Diameter of the circle indicates the scale of the 
object and the line starting from the center of the circle specifies the orientation of object. Images in the 3rd 
column are recognition results from random rotated Caltech data. 

4 Conclusion 

We propose an unsupervised approach for recognizing object categories within 
images, RTSI-pLSA that learns visual object categories by modeling appearance of 
local patches and their spatial information jointly. We also propose a bottom up 
heuristic scheme to estimate parameters of spatial information of objects. The 
experimental results show the proposed RTSI-pLSA can effectively recognize object 
categories within images. The RTSI-pLSA has an impressive advantage in 
recognizing rotated, translated or scaled object, even when training data have no 
related examples. In such situation, it can lower the error rate by 10% or so compared 
with TSI-pLSA. Thus, RTSI-pLSA is a more robust approach for object recognition. 
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Appendix: RTSI-pLSA EM  

The category of an image d is determined by z*=argmaxz(P(z|d)), and P(z|d) is 
estimated using EM as follows: 
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